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The challenge



Overall IP traffic is expected to grow with a 24% CAGR within 2016-2021



New video services are setting busy-hour internet on a steep growth curve reaching 35% CAGR, whereas
average traffic rides on a hefty 26% CAGR



End users demand higher bandwidth and better Quality-of-Service at the same price and so telecom
operators are oriented towards software defined networks



The enabling technologies to shift to the next gear of 128 Gbaud and to a fully automated and efficient
networking are urgently needed
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QAMeleon vision


Scaling the capacity of metro and core optical
networks to Terabit per λ range


Debut of 64 Gbaud systems in 2018-2019



Next step 128 Gbaud operation

 Improve resource utilization


Flexible modulation, baud rate, flex grid 12.5 GHz



Generation of multiple optical flows using flexible
transponders – network sliceability

 Enhance spectral efficiency


Novel modulation (4-D modulation, probabilistic
shaped constellations, Digital SCM)



Narrow linewidth lasers  improve SNR and
transmission reach



High resolution DACs with ENOB = 6

 Automate the network


Efficient control and network orchestration via SDN
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QAMeleon objectives
1. Develop value-added photonic components for sliceable bandwidth-variable transceiver migration

beyond 1 Tb/s per carrier

2. Develop digital and analog electronics, and employ analog signal interleaving to interface with extremely

high frequency photonics, creating synergies between InP HBT and SiGe BiCMOS technologies

3. To develop and demonstrate multi-Tb/s SDN-programmable sliceable transponders
4. Develop a compact, energy-efficient and scalable optical switching platform for sliceable WSS

components

5. Create synergies between PIC and LCoS technologies towards shrinking WSS footprint and enabling

advanced WSS functionalities

6. Develop and demonstrate multi-Pb/s capacity flex-WSS modules and ROADM white boxes
7. Deploy an SDN framework for leveraging extensive programmability and sliceability in optical core and

metro networks

8. Validate end-to-end multi-Terabit optical transport with fabricated transponder and WSS components
9. Deliver a holistic roadmap and business plan analysis for the cost-efficient and smooth migration into Pb/s

programmable and sliceable optical transport networks
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QAMeleon transponder concept
Analog signal interleaving to bridge the
bandwidth of electronics and photonics

InP HBT A-MUX + InP HBT linear driver
External SiGe DACs

SiGe DACs + SiGe interleaver + InP HBT linear driver

 Combine the best of SiGe and InP HBT electronics ICs


40 GHz SiGe DACs with 6 ENOB + interleaver to reach >70 GHz bandwidth  CFP2-DCO compatible



> 100 GHz InP HBT linear driver and TIA-AGCs, Analog mux and demux ICs  CFP2-ACO compatible

CFP2-DCO

 InP IQM with > 70 GHz 3-dB EO bandwidth, 1.5 V Vpi and polarization management on chip

 < 100 KHz low linewidth lasers with 19 dBm output power
 > 100 GHz coherent receiver monolithic PICs with 0.08 A/W responsivity
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QAMeleon ROADM concept
Fast 1x4 WSS

Hybrid InP-LCoS 1x24 WSS
Hybrid InP-LCoS 8x24 TPA

 Scaling and miniaturizing WSSs by interfacing PICs with LCoS
 InP Waveguide front-ends (WFEs) replace bulky I/O fiber arrays
 Polymer EOCB acts as the motherboard for integration with free space optics and LCoS
 Integration of Polarization beam splitter/combiner (PBSC)
 Pol insensitive SOAs and AWGs
 Compatible with 12.5 GHz ITU FlexGrid specs
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QAMeleon demonstrators

 Sliceable bandwidth‐variable transponder (S‐BVT) “white‐box” operating a 3 Tb/s
 DSP platform for generating, transmitting and detecting 128 Gbaud signals with novel modulation
 Flexible ROADM “white‐box” for metro access, empowered by the fast 1x4 WSS module
 Flexible and high port‐count ROADM “white‐box” for metro/long haul networks incorporating the 1x24

WSS and 8x24 TPA switching engines

 SDN framework for controlling the developed S‐BVT and ROADM “white boxes”
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Impact
 QAMeleon technologies will scale the capacity of optical metro and core networks


Record performance IQ MZM – 75 GHz bandwidth, 1.5 V drive voltage, 8 dB IL and pol.mux on chip



Synergy between best of InP HBT electronics and SiGe BiCMOS ICs enabling 128 Gbaud operation



Tunable NLLs – linewidth < 100 KHz and output power > 19 dBm



Monolithic coherent receiver PICs – bandwidth > 100 GHz and PD responsivitiy 0.08 A/W



Sliceable multi-carrier transponders with up to 3 Tb/s capacity and high spectral efficiency based on novel
modulation schemes (probabilistic shaped constellations, digital SCM)



Large port count 1x24 WSS (40% effective footprint reduction per port) and 8x24 TPA based on hybrid InP-LCoS
technology (15x improvements in footprint).



1x4 fast WSS - 20 ns switching time

 Improve energy efficiency
 Tx and Rx electronics offer ~ 50% more bandwidth with only little more power consumption (20% for InP HBT

DRV, 6% for InP HBT TIAs)

 The Hybrid 1x4 WSS and 8x24 TPA offer compactness in the utilization of the LCoS panel resulting in increasing

the number of I/O ports by keeping the power consumption low

 Enhance network agility via the SDN framework enabling sliceability of network resources and better

utilization of transceiver capacity
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QAMeleon path to exploitation


Alignment with market evolution and industrial
technology standards



Strong industrial participation ensures a secure path to
exploitation of QAMeleon foregrounds (notably via the
product portfolio of Nokia and Finisar)



Industry compatible technology platforms (HHI/Finisar,
SMART/Tue, VARIO, III-V Lab platform offered at
precommercial level and SiGe BiCMOS design on a
commercial 55nm STMicroelectronics node)



Addresses the entire value chain incorporating all
technology and software tools in QAMeleon prototypes
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